
                        

Blue Patch  
From your instructor $8 
From Federation Website, $8 +  S&H 
Purchase anytime  
Wear on your right sleeve 

The Karate For Christ Patch  
From Instructor $12.50 
Purchase anytime 
Wear on the back of the gi 

The U.S.E.W.F. patch 
The cost is included in your 
testing fee  
It is given to you when you earn 
your Yellow belt 
It is worn on the front left of the 
jacket 
The gold U.S.E.W.F. patch is worn 
by head instructors that are 5th 
degree and up. 

 

The Japanese Flag 
From your instructor $3 + S&H 
From Federation Website $3 + S&H 
It is earned when you compete in a 
tournament (Intramural tournament 
does not count)   
It is worn on the left sleeve.   
You also have the option to wear an 
American Flag in place of Japanese.  

The white gi (uniform) is to be kept clean; iron if needed. 
  

Sleeves and pant legs need to be hemmed.   Those with a heavy gi that fold your sleeves up toward your elbows is fine, as 
the heavy weight maintains the fold.  Cannot be folded up at tournaments or seminars. 
 

Boys/men are not to wear shirts under gi jacket.  Girls must wear a tank top or t-shirt under theirs. 
 

No jewelry or gum when in uniform. 
 

 If you don't have anyone who can hem your gi for you, please see a black belt and we will direct you to someone who can 
hem them for you for a nominal fee. 
 

Wearing the gi outside of the Dojo: 
 

 1.)  If 8 and under, you can wear jacket & pants directly to and from home &  
        dojo.  Carry obi in, do not wear outside of dojo. 
 2.)  If over 8, you can wear pants and t-shirt to and from dojo.  Never wear  
        jacket or obi outside of dojo (unless you are all dressed but need to run  
        back out to car for something). 
 3.)  If you need to stop at store or other place between home & dojo, be  
         sure to have a change of clothes, do not wear your gi out in public. 

Gi (uniform) & Patch Information 

Federation rules states you can only wear a 

maximum of 4 patches on your gi. 


